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ABSTRACT: 

Swing Plans - or retrospectively rated contracts with maximum and minimum 
final premiums - are commonplace in excess-of-loss reinaurance treaties. Key 
provisions include the provisional premium, maximum and minimum premiums, an 
aggregate deductible, the loss conversion factor for claims in the reinsured 
layer, and the attachment pint Itself, which is usually indexed. It is not 
uncommon to find an attachment point for multiple defendant cases which is 
different than that for single defendant claims. The minimum premiums can 
operate in one of two nays - the "Subject to" minimum or the ~Minimum Plus" 
variation. 

Swing plans create a contingent premium liability for the reinsured carrier. 
Using medical professional liability as the illustrative line of business, 
this paper's objective is to (a) review the basic retro-rating fundamentals to 
develop a "probable final* swing premium concept and (b) derive an 
approximation to the underlying excess layer probability distribution, using a 
Monte Carlo model, to be employed in the determination of the probable final 
premium. 



THB SYIBG-RATED Exrxss-OF-Lws REMsuuAJIcE WETRACT 

Of the many optional terms which can be included in an excess-of-loss 

reinsurance contract,’ a *awingm, or retrospective, rating feature is one 

which appears to be very prevalent in today’s market, particularly for those 

treaties negotiated with the London segment. In basic terms, with a 

suing-rated contract the reassured tenders a deposit, or provisional, 

premium to the reinsurer of the excess loss layer in question, and then, at 

some future time designated in the contract, a final premium is established 

as a function of the actual losses incurred in the reinsured layer, subject 

to a maximum premium and also (in one way or another) to a minimum premium. 

The existence of a retrospective rating provision in the excess-of-loss 

contract creates for the reassured company a oontlngent liability for 

additional future premium applicable to the current policy period, 

representing sow part of the difference between the maximum swing premium 

and the provisional premium. The objective of this paper is to set forth a 

procedure to determine nhat “part” of that difference should logically be 

set up by the reassured company as a liability. More specifically, our 

objective is to estimate the probable final swing premium for a given set of 

reinsurance parameters. This procedure will be baaed on (a) generally 

recognized relationships which are common to all retro rating actuarial 

problems, and, more importantly, (b) the de velopment of a Monte Carlo 

aimulatlon model to approximate the underlying probability distribution of 

losses in a defined excess layer. 

As an illustrative line of business, this paper vi11 use Medical 

Professional Liability. This line was chosen because (a) for many of the 

doctor-owned companies formed during the past lo-12 years., the 

1 A full description of excess-of-loss reinsurance will not be attempted 
in this paper. For such a discussion, the author recosaaends LeRoy J. Simon, 
“The Excess of Loss Treaty in Casualty Insurance,” in Beinsurance (New York: 
The College of Insurance, 1980, R. W. Strain, Ed.) p.213. 
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excess-of-loss reinaurance contract was and is the sine qua non for their 

maintaining the capacity to write liability coverage for their medical 

society members, and (b) there does not appear, from this author’s 

perspective, to be a strong consensus among these companies in the methods 

wed to account for the accompanying contingent premium liability. 

To illustrate some of the typical provisions of an excess-of-loss contract 

with Lloyd’s, we are reproducing in Appendix A a ‘Cover Note” summary of 

contract provisions, prepared by London brokers.2 For some of the 

provisions, we have supplied optional language in brackets, which will be 

referred to later. 

From the standpoint of our objectives in this paper, there are several key 

provisions in the the typical excess-of-loss contract which will have a 

large bearing on the construction of a simulation model to estimate 

contingent awing premium liability, as follows: 

Indexing. The indexing of the excess layer attachment point is a device 

which was initiated by reinsurers in an attempt to neutralize the adverse 

effects of inflation on reinsured layers, especially in long tailed lines.3 

With the inclusion of an index clause, the attachment point becomes a 

variable which is dependent not only on the size of the random claim but 

also on the calendar year of payment. When one considers the strong 

correlation between calendar year of payment and the size of the claim, as 

will be brought out later, one has to immediately start thinking about 

splitting the accident ye and report year into calendar year pieces. 

Per-occurrenoe via-a-vie per-policy retentions. Excess-of-loss 

contracts typically set forth the attachment point on a per-occurrence basis 

2 He wish to thank the London brokerage firm of Ballantyne, NcKean h 
Sullivan, Ltd. for permitting us to use some of their sample cover note 
language as illustrations. The actual contracts would contain language which 
would be extraneous for purposes of this paper. 
3 For a full diacuaaion on how indexing works, see R. E. Ferguson, 
“Non-Proportional Reinsurance and the Index Clause,” PCAS LX1 (1971r), P. 
141. 
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(all defendants in one incident) or specify the reassured's retention per 

occurrence separately from the retention per policy (defendant). Sometimes 

the retention per occurrence is the same as per defendant and other times it 

may be some multiple of the per-policy retention. In any event, the 

utilisation of the two bases for retention -- per policy and per occurrence 

-- leads to some recognition of the distribution of the number of defendants 

per occurrence in the design of the excess loss simulation model. 

The alalms-made fem. The predominance of the claims-made form in 

today's medical professional market brings the focus of attention to the 

year that claims are reported, in addition to the year that they are 

incurred. Since, as will be brought out later, there is a correlation 

between the incurred-to-report lag time and the size of the claim, it would 

follow that our aimulation model should incorporate the report year pattern 

of any accident year sampled. 

Allooated loss adjustment expense (ALAE) provisions. Host 

excess-of-loss contracts provide that ALAE on a claim (occurrence) is 

recoverable "pro rata," i.e., the percentage of the ALAE which is 

recoverable in a claim is the same as the percentage of the gross Indemnity 

amount which is recoverable. Some contracts (relatively infrequent) set 

forth a retention level baaed on the sum of the indemnity and ALAE for one 

claim. In any case, the interaction between ALAE and indemnity would be an 

important consideration in our simulator. Treating ALAE as a constant 

percentage of indemnity (like tax and gratuity) would clearly not reflect 

the real world. 

Aggregate deduotlbles. As the sample cover notes illustrate, many 

excess of loss contracts include a provision whereby the reinsured company 

retains the first X dollars of any losses in the policy term in the defined 

reinsured layer. Although this provislon would have no direct bearing in 

the design of the excess loss simulation model (which deals with losses in a 

defined layer, gross of any internal aggregate), the aggregate deductible 
does play a role, obviously, in the final estimation of the contingent swing 

premium liability. 
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Waxlwra, minimums, and loss conversion factors. None of these 

parameters would have any bearing on the simulated distribution of losses in 

a defined excess loss layer, but they undoubtedly have a significant impact 

on the estimation of the contingent premium liability. As noted in the 

sample cover notes in Appendix A, there have evolved two distinct variations 

in the way that minimum premiums are applied in excess-of-loss contracts, 

which can be described as follows: 

(a) Vubjeot to* minirums. In this variation, the final premium 

la determined by the losses in the layer, loaded by the loss conversion 

factor, subjeat to the minimum and maximum premium. In other words, if the 

loaded losses were leas than the minimum premium, the minimum would apply. 

(b) Minimum Plus.* In this second variation (which seems to be 

replacing the "subject to" provisions on most current contracts) the final 

premium is determined as the loaded losses plus the minimum premium, the sum 

of which is subject to the maximum premium. Normally, the loss conversion 

factor is lower for nminimum plus" contracts than for "subject to" 

contracts. 

EXPECTBDFIDAL SYIHG PEW: B&SIC MATIIBUTICS 

The %abject tom minlmm option 

The mathematical expressions representing the probable final premium in 

conjunction with swing plan excess-of-loss reinsurance treaties are fairly 

straightforward. A quick tour through these relationships will establish the 

foundation upon which we will later lay the necessary building blocks, one 

step at a time. First, starting with the "subject to* mlnimum premium 

option, 

let f(x) = probability density function of excess losses 

in the layer in question 

and 

I f(x)dx = 1 . 

0 
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Then 
let Ml = Minimum premium 

UP = Maximum premium 

C = Loss conversion factor 

A = Aggregate deductible . 

Then 
let P = final awing premium 

= C*(X-A) 

where X = excess 103s amount 

and Ml < P < MP . 

Further 

let Lj = excess loss level corresponding to Ml 

LP = excess loss level corresponding to M;! . 

Since, by definition 

c@(Ll-A) = Ml and 

Ce(LP-A) = 4 

then 

Ll=Ml/C + A and 

L+42/C + A . 

It follows, then, that the final probable swing premium can be expressed as 

the sum of three pieces: 

(a) when the minimum premium applies, 

Ll 
Ml / f(x)dx , 

0 
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(b) when losses fall between the minimum and maximum loss levels, 

L2 

I 
C(X-A)f(x)dx , 

Ll 

(c) when the maximum premium applies, 

00 

M2 / 
f(x)dx . 

L2 

Thus, 

Ll L2 00 

E[P] q Ml /f(x)dx + / C(X-A)f(x)dx + M;! / f(x)dx . 

0 Ll L2 

The Winlmm Plus9 Variation 

For the ~minimum plus” option, the mathematics is a little different. The 

final premium la defined as the converted losses (after the aggregate 

deductible) plus the minimum premium, and the sum of these two quantities is 

subject to the maximum premium. Thus, 

P = final swing premium 

= Ml + C*(X-A) 

where X = exoesa 1033 amount 

and P < M2 . 

Further, in terms of our original definitions for the *subject t6* option, 

the L1 factor effectively becomes eero and 

L2=0!241)/C + A . 

Then 
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L2 00 

E[P] = I 
[Hl+C(X-A)]f(x)dx + M2 / f(x)dx . 

0 L2 

Clearly, no matter which variation of the minimum premium is employed, the 

key ingredient in the expression for E[P] is the excess loss p.d.f., f(x), 

on which we will now focus our attention. 

TBB IMDRlEITYSIZE OFLCBSDISIEIBUTIoV 

The BAIC Closed Claim Studies 

The nucleus of our procedure to determine contingent excess-of-loss swing 

premiums is the distribution of indemnity amounts (from ground up, with no 

limit) for one accident year. Using medical professional liability as the 

line of business in question, we referred to the NAIC closed claim study.4 

For this study, some 75,000 claims closed during the period 1975-78 were 

recorded. Among many other items of Information, the accident dates, report 

dates, closed dates, and indemnity and ALAE amounts were included. 

It has been shown by many researchers 5 that, in order for any calendar year 

closed claim distribution to accurately represent the claim-size 

distribution applicable to an accident year, some trending adjustments are 

necessary for both claim frequency and claim severity. For this author's 

model claim-size distribution, we first devised annual indices of claim 

severity and frequency (both accident year) from available national data 

covering a period of about 20 years up to calendar year 1978 (the final 

4 National Association of Insurance Commiaaioners. IIAIC Halpractice 

Fairs* 1g80* See, Por example, Archer NcWhorter, Jr., *Drawing Inferences from 
Medical Malpractice Closed Claim StudieaW. The Journal of Risk and 
Iruwrance, XLV, no. 1 (March, 1978) and Michael R. Lamb, Ylaes of Closed 
Claim Data for Pricing," Pricing Property and Casualty Inlsuranoe Products, 
1980 C.A.S. Discussion Paper Program, p. 219. 
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closing year of the study). The frequency and severity indices for each 

year were then expressed in terms of the 1378 index equal to 1 .Q. Then to 

each detail claim record,6 based on the accident date, we applied the 

reciprocal of the frequency index to the claim count (1 per record, 

initially) and the reciprocals of both the frequenoy and severity indices to 

the indemnity and ALAE amounts. As a result of this exercise, we produced a 

claim size distribution adjusted to represent the a&dent year 1978. 

A printout of the trend-adjusted claim size distribution (indemnity) is 

shown in Appendix B, page 1. The brackets of indemnity size are set up on 

logarithmic (geometric) scale, with the end point of each bracket a constant 

factor (about 1.3335) times the end point of the previous bracket. A plot 

of the histogram for the non-zero members of this adjusted distribution Is 

displayed on page 2 of Appendix B. The cumulative distribution ogive is 

then plotted on page 3. But the most revealing and useful plot of this 

accident-year adjusted distribution is shown on pages 4-5, on which we have 

plotted the cumulative distribution on lognormal probabflity graph paper, 

the grids of which are constructed so that the cumulative distribution ogive 

of a lognormal probability distribution is a straight line. 

The lognormal model has been used extensively to represent claim size 

distributions In property and casualty lines.7 Finger, in particular, used 

the lognormal model to determine implied increased limit factors for medical 

professional liability. It would follow, then, that the lognormal would be a 

good candidate to Investigate for modelling losses ceded in excess-of-loss 

relnsuranoe treaties. 

On the first page of our cumulative distribution graph (claims up to 

$lOO,OOO), the lognormal fit -- a straight line drawn though the points 

6 In additfon to referring to the hard-copy NAIC report, we also purchased 
the detail data tap8 from the association. 
7 See, for example, Charles C. Hewitt, Jr., “Credibility for Severity,* 
PCAS, LVII (1970), p. 148; David R. Bickerstaff, *Automobile Collision 
Deductibles and Repair Cost Groups: the Lognormal Model,” PCAS, LIX (19721, 
p. 68; and Robert J. Finger, "Estimating Pure Premiums by Layer -- an 
Approach,” PCAS, LX111 (19761, p, 34. 



strictly by sight -- clearly Is good enough to represent the actual data. 

On the continuation of the distribution on page 5, it can be noted that for 

values above about $500,000 the actual data points veer out above the 

hand-selected lognormal lina. There is a very plausible explanation for 

this. If the lognormal model does in fact provide a good rapresentatlon of 

the claim size distribution with no limit, then the imposition of policy 

limits on the bigger claims in the data base itself would have had a 

dampening effect on the relative frequency of these claims in the higher, 

potentially excess, layers. It can be approximated from the graph, for 

example, that the extension of the lognowal line would indicate a frequency 

of claims in the $2 million plus range about 4 to 5 times greater than the 

actual data points would indicate. For this reason, more than any other, 

this author disdained any Idea of walking through a rigorous, analytical 

curve-fitting choreography, which vould have generated a “best fittingw line 

that understates the potential for big claims. 

The s&sated lognormal parameters for lndaanity 

We estimated a mean and variance from our fitted lognormal claim size 

distribution by marking off the median and standard deviation directly from 

the graph, using the 50 percentile and +l standard deviation marks on the 

vertical scale, as follows: 

Observed median = e+ = 10650 . 

Observed U = 10ge(68000) - log,(10650) = 1.853 

Our final selected value for the mean is, then 

exp(loge(10650)+(1.853)2/2) = 59300 . 

The coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) of the 

fitted distribution Is calculated as follows: 

(CV12 = eP2 -1 

= 29.988 . 
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Thus, for future modelling purposes, we set the CV value = m . 

Yorking Size of Loss Model for Indemnity 

The absolute values of the 1978 NAIC closed claim distribution, even after 

adjusting for frequency and severity trends, are not particularly important 

to us - especially in 1987-88. The shape of the adjusted, fitted 

distribution is the key parameter, measured by the CV. We believe that it 

is reasonable to assume that as the average unlimited indemnity increases 

over time or from one territory to another, the (CVj2 should remain 

relatively constant. This also implles that as the average unlimited mean 

increases k percent from one point in time to another, It is reasonable to 

expect that the entire distribution of claims moves up about k per cent. 

Put another nay, an $800,000 claim has about the same relative niche in a 

distribution whose unlimited mean is $100,000 as a $400,000 claim in a 

dlstrlbution with half the unlimited mean. 

Our working Indemnity distribution can, then, be represented by a lognormal 

distribution whose unlimited mean is 1.0 and whose (CV)2 is 30, as shown in 

page 6 of Appendix B. The top line represents the basic distribution of 

claims by size and the bottom line depicts the first mcment distribution.8 

To illustrate how this graph Is read, from the top line one can note that 

about 82.52 of all claims are less than or equal to the mean and about 96.5% 

of the claims are less than or equal to five times the mean. From the 

bottom line, one can further note that about 18% of the total dollars in the 

distribution oome from claims which are less than or equal to the mean and 

about 47% of the dollars from claims below five times the mean. 

Oeaaratfoe of raedm alaim amounts frcm lognormal model 

To tabulate sample claims from the lognormal distribution, our Monte Carlo 

model employs a random number generator which generates normal random 

8 For a discussion of moment distributions and other attributes of the 
lognormal distribution, see J. Aitchison and J. A. C. Brown, The Lognormal 
Distribution, (Cambridge University Press, 1969). 
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numbers.9 The sample random claim size (indemnity) is determined from the 

follouing formula: 

X = exp(p+ NP) 

where p = mean of the logs of the distribution 

u-=S.D.of " q " I 

N= normal random number (mean 0, var. 1) . 

Fran the basic relationships of the lognormal distribution, 

t-l = exp(p + 02/2) 

where M = mean of the distribution . 

Then we have 

/cc = loge(M) - cr2/2 

and then the sample claim would be generated uith 

X = exp(loge(M) - u2/2 + Na) . 

REPORT XRAR / CALRRDAR XEAR STRATIFICATIOR OF ACCIDm YRAR 

The use of indexed attachment points, the claims-made form, the 

well-recognized correlation between payment lag and payment size, and other 

considerations related to the typical excess-of-loss treaty have led us to 

introduce a form of stratification In the sampling of medical professional 

claim amounts. To accomplish this, we first set forth some basic 

relationships between report year and calendar year severities, within the 

accident year: 

9 A full discussion of random number generation is beyond the scope of 
this paper. For further reference, we recoaunend G. S. Flshman, Prinaiples of 
Dlswete Event Slnulatlon (New York: John Wiley A Sons, 19781, chap. 8-g. 



Let R(i) = Frequency of claims reported in report year i of act. year, 

relative to total accident year 

C(j) = Freq. of claims of one rep. year paid in cal. year j, 

relative to total report year 

si = Severity of claims of report year I, relative to total 

accident year severity 

Tj = Severity of claims of calendar year j, relative to 

total severity of report year 

n = total report years in accident year 

m = total calendar year’s payout for each report year 

Then you have 

G L R(i) = 1 

i=l 

m 

c C(j) = 1 
j-1 

and, by definition, 

n 

1 
SIR(~) = 1 

I=1 

m 

1 
TjC(j) = 1 . 

j=l 

The total accident year can then be stratified into n% report year/calendar 

year cells. The cell identified by the lth report year and the jth relatfve 

calendar year in that report year would have a claim frequency of R(I)aC(j) 
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times the total accident year frequency and a severity of Si*Tj relative to 

the total accident year severity. It also holds that the mean severity over 

all r#m cells is 

m 

fx 
S~TjC(j)R(i) = 1 

i=l j=l 

Since the above mean = 1, the coefficient of variation squared over all nim 

cells is: 

[SiTj12C(j)R(i) - 1 . 

i=l jE1 

Modified CWs for stratified sampling 

We earlier developed a model indemnity size-of-loss distribution for an 

entire accident year, with a CV2 of 30. But instead of simply sampling 

indemnity amounts from the entire accident year distribution, our Monte 

Carlo model will first select (randomly) a report year and then a calendar 

year paid for each random claim and then, based on the relative severity 

levels discussed above, sample from an indemnity distribution the mean of 

which has been adjusted to the levels corresponding to that report year and 

relative calendar year. Consequently, it becomes necessary to modify the CV 

applicable to each RY/CY stratum so that when you oombine the sampled claims 

from the various RY/CY cells, you achieve the desired composite accident 

year CV2 = 30. 

To accomplish the desired approximation of the modified CV applicable to 

each RY/CY cell, we used a method first advanced by Hewitt. 10 He 

demonstrated that, if (a) a random variable Y were stratified into groups 

and (b) the means of the groups were lognormally distributed and (c) the 

10 Reuitt, op. cit., Appendix A, p. 167. 
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variance of the logs of the means were S2, and (d) if the variance of the 

logs of each group were (rT)2, (a constant), then the variance of the logs 

of the combined distribution of all groups would be S2 + (6y)2. The 

'spread parameter" S2 over the n*m report year/calendar cells can be 

determined directly from the C2, calculated above: 

C2 =e s2 - 1 

3 = log{@ + 1) . 

Thus, 

and 

log&2 + 1) + vq12 = Log(31) 

(QyP = Log(31) -log(C2+1) . 

It should be emphasized that the above expression is an wapproximatlon" of 

the modified variance (of the logs) to be used in the stratified sampling, 

since some of Hewitt's prerequisites are not necessarily met. Therefore, it 

Is appropriate to perform a test of the stratified sampling, using sample 

values of R(l), C(j), Si, and Tj, to determine if the overall accident year 

CV is achieved within an acceptable tolerance. 

Testing the stratified sampling parameters 

To determine appropriate values for the distributions of R(i),C(j),Si, and 

Tj, we referred again the NAIC closed claim studies. Using the detail NAIC 

data base, after the frequency and severity trend adjustments, ue 

constructed a report year/calendar year matrix as shown in Appendix C. The 

entire claim data base, non adjusted to represent an accident year, was 

stratified into cells defined by ten report years and 16 calendar years 

(relative to the accident year). Each cell contains the (adjusted) claim 

counts, amounts, and averages. From the totals by report year, we derived 

the percentages of total claims by report year and the relative severity for 

each report year. On pages 5-6 of that same Appendix ue determined relative 
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severity values for calendar years, relative to report years. The values 

from this matrix will, then, be a starting point to determine the 

R(i),C(j),gi, and Tj values for a specific case (it should be pointed out 

that the actual historical report year and calendar year patterns for a 

given jurisdiction and company, to the extent that they are credible, should 

be given more weight than the NAIC numbers). 

For this paper's case study, we have selected the report year and calendar 

year distributions shown in Exhibits 1 and 2 of Appendix C. We have used a 
total of seven report years (n = 7) and seven relative calendar years (m = 

7). The relative severity factors have been selected (roughly from the NAIC 

matrix) and then adjusted so that the sums of the products of the frequency 

times the relative severities are 1.0. The (CV)2 of the cell means, 

n m 
c2 = 

~~ [SiTj12C(j)RW -1 

I=1 j.1 

= -2607 . 

Thus, 

and 

Fy,2 = Log(3') - log(1.2607) 

= 3.20232 

? = 1.7895 . 

Thus, while the standard deviation (of the logs) of the entire accident year 

IS -1 q 1.8531, the standard deviation applicable to each cell will 

be reduced to 1.7895. 

The results of our test of the stratified sampling versus unstratified Is 

summarized in Appendix D. Rather than sampling from the lognormal 

distribution uith no limit, ue sampled successively from distributions uith 

limits of $50,000, $100,000, $500,000, $1 ,OOO,OOO, $lO,OOO,OOO, and 

$25,000,000. In each case, the unlimited mean uas $100,000. For each limit, 
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we (a) calculated the mean and CV directly,11 (b) generated a sample mean 

and CV from the unstratified distribution, and (c) generated a sample mean 

and CV using the RY/CY strata with the adjusted means and appropriately 

reduced variance. To make sure we covered a full spectrum of possibilities, 

we used three values for (CV)2: 10, 20, and 30. The report year and calendar 
year distributions were similar, but not identical, to those in Exhibits l-2 

of Appendix C. For each combination, 100,000 claims were sampled. 

The test samples demonstrated that the composite means and CVs derived from 

the stratified process were a good approximation to the direct calculation, 

within an acceptable tolerance. 

The ALA&Indemnity relationship 

It should be emphasized that in our excess claim model the ALAE for the 

sampled claim Is not treated as a constant factor related to the indemnity 

size, but rather the expected ALAE (mean value of a separate ALAE 

distribution) is established, given the sample observed value of the 

indemnity. To treat ALAR otherwise would result in an understatement in the 

overall varlabillty of the aggregate excess loss distribution. 

To determine the functional relationship (if indeed a measurable 

relationship exists) between ALAE size and Indemnity size for medical 

professional liability claims , ue turned again to the NAIC Closed Claim 
Study. 12 As shown in Appendix E, Page 1, the average ALAR was caloulated for 

each of several brackets of Indemnity size. After plotting the average ALAE 

in each bracket against the corresponding average Indemnity for the bracket, 

11 The calculation of the moments of a lognormal distribution limited 
(oensored) by some limit L is fairly straightforward but Is not covered 
here. 
l2 NAIC, op. olt.. 
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using logarithmic X and Y axes (see Appendix E, page 21, it was observed 

that a reasonably good straight line fit was obtainable, implying that the 

ALAE-indemnity relationship was representable by a member of the “power” 

curve family, Y=AXB. 

The equation used to regress the ALAE means with the indemnity values 

(grouped into brackets) is: 

Loge(Y) = A + B*Loge(X). 

The weighted least squares best fit coeffeclents, using the number of olaims 

in each indemnity bracket as weights, were 

A = 3.66331 

B = .482945 

From the same data base whloh was used to develop this relationship between 

average ALAE and indemnity, it uas also determined that the average 

indemnity was $53,363. Thus, 

Let I = average indemnity = 53363. 

Then restate the regression formula above by expressing both ALAE and 

indemnity as a ratio to the average indemnity over the entire distribution, 

as follows : 

Y’=Y/I 

X’=X/I 

Then the restated expression becomes: 

Loge(IW) = B*Loge(I*X’) + A . 

Simplifying, you get 
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Log,(Y’) = B*Log,(X’) + BaLoge(I) + A - Loge(I) 

e BeLog, + (Bl)“Lo&(I) + A . 

Then let 

You then have 

C = (B-l)*Loge(I) + A = -1.964768 . 

LogeW) = B*LOg,(X’) + C 

and 

Y’ = &X*B = .1401884 l x’*482945 

For future reference, ue call 

D = ec . 

From the above expression, it can te noted that, in approximate terms, the 

expected ALAE varies in proportion to the square root of the sample 

indemnity. 

Distribution of ALAE par alab, independent of irrdgnity 

The next step of our treatment of ALAE in the model is to examine the 

distribution of ALAE per claim (defendant), irrespective of indemnity 

amounts. To do this, we again investigated the NAIC closed claim study.‘3 

The distribution is graphed in Appendix E, page 3. Using lognormal 

‘3 For this distribution, ue chose, for the sake of conservatism, the 
earlier 1975 version of the NAIC study, since the plotted CV was higher than 
that of the 1978 release. 
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probability graph paper, the near straight line plot of the cumulative 

distribution function suggests that, just as was the case for the 

distribution of indemnity values by size, the ALAE amounts also can be 

represented quite adequately by the lognormal model. 

We determined a mean and variance for the ALAE distribution two ways: first, 

ue calculated the mean and variance directly from the data and then we 

followed the same procedure used for the indemnity graph. After drawing a 

straight line fit for the cumulative distribution function on the lognormal 

probability graph paper (the plotted points from the actual data were close 

enough to a straight line to allow us to simply draw the fitted line 

free-hand), ne wpicked off” the median and standard deviation directly from 

the graph, using the 50 percentile and +l standard deviation marks on the 

vertical scale, as follows: 

Observed median = eb = 1355 . 

Observed P = loge(5200) - loge<13551 = 1.345 

Our final selected value for the mean Is, then 

exp(loge(1355)+(1.345)2/2) = 3348 . 

Of more importance, as will become clear later, our selected value for the 

variance was (1.34512, or 1.809. 

Pmraw&ers fw conditional ALAB distribution 

Ye established earlier that, for purposes of sampling ALAE for any Honte 

Carlo simulation model, the expeoted ALAE in the distribution sampled from 

will be dependent on the sample indemnity value, or 

E[YIXI = DXB , 

where 

Y = random variable ALffi, conditional on value of indemnity, X 

D= .1401884 

B= .482g45 



and both Y and X are expressed relative to the unlimited mean indemnity. 

Aitchison and BrownI have shown that if the random variable X is 

lognormally distributed with parameters + and ~2, then DXB is also 

lognormally distributed with parameters log(D) + BP and B2 P2. The 

parameters are the mean and variance, respectively, of the logs of the 

random variables. 

Ye now let 

3 = variance of the logs of ALAB means EEYIXI, conditional on 

sample Indemnity values 

= SW2 
= (.482g56)2(1.8531)2 

= .8oog 

Again employing Hewitt’s method of isolating the “spread parametern,lB ne 

can solve for the variance applicable to each ALAE *group”, (CXj2, defined 

as the sample ALAE given the sample indemnity mean: 

Ye earlier derived an approximation for the combined variance 

then 

s2 + (q)2 = 1.809 

(q)2 = 1.809 - A009 

= 1 (approx.1 

In a word summary, then, we have established that the sample ALAB (relative 

to the unlimited mean indemnity) would be drawn from a lognormal 

distribution whose mean is .1401884X*48B845 and the variance of whose logs 

is 1.0, nhere X represents the sample indemnity, relative to the unlimited 

mean indemnity. 

14 op. olt., p. 11 
15 Hewitt, 10~. oit. 
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Testing the aampled U.AE values, mndit.Ional onsupleindcmnity 

Using the parameters estimated above, a test uas set up to randomly sample 

100,000 claims to make sure that the resulting overall ALAE sample moments 

were sufficiently close to those from direct calculations. For all ALAE 

combined, the coefficient of variation (CV), is determined: 

(CVa)2 = es2+c2 _ 1 

= 5.104 

cv, = 2.259 . 

From our sample of 100,000 claims, the sample CV for ALAE was 2.24363. 

As pointed out earlier, the distinction between retention per defendant and 

retention per incident in the typical excess-of-loss contract points to a 

need to incorporate in any excess loss simulation model a distribution of 

incidents by number of defendants. (It should be pointed out, also, that the 

average indemnity used in the model will be on a per-defendant basis.) To 

produce such a distribution for medical professional llability, we again 

turned to the NAIC closed claim studies. 

In Appendix F we have outlined the results of a special study of the 

defendant distribution. Starting first with a %niverse" of all insurers, 

we then devised a means of approximating the defendant-per-incident 

distribution for a given insurer with a *penetration factor" p (0 < p < l), 

which leads to a ratio of defendants to incidents of 1 + p. For a given 

case study, the value of p Is selected which is appropriate for the company 
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in question.16 

Having highlighted the key actuarial considerations in approximating the 

excess loss probability density function, we are now ready to describe the 

Monte Carlo model in some detail. The use of Monte Carlo models shows up 

with increasing regularity in the actuarial literature.17 But despite the 

general agreement, in risk theory circles, that Monte Carlo models are an 

acceptable technique for approximating these distributions, this author 

perceives that any number of the direct approximation methodsf8 are 

considered superior, assuming that the mean and variance of the distribution 

can be calculated directly and precisely. 

Given all of the Interactions between the many variables discussed above -- 

e.g., the calendar year severity factors and indexed retention, the 

ALA&indemnity relationship, the defendant distribution and the retention 

per occurrence -- this author is hard pressed to identify any direct 

approximation formula from any risk theory text which uill yield adequate 

results for the defined problem. The use of a Monte Carlo model, In which 

all of the interactions can be adequately defined and programmed Into one 

composite risk process, would appear to be the only answer. 

A full description of our excess-of-loss Monte Carlo model is included in 

Appendix G. In the first section, we have listed the miscellaneous 

16 The selection of p does not necessarily represent a precise estimate of 
a company's actual market *penetration,a but rather it is selected to 
incorporate most of the 'oontagion* phenomena which affect the proportions 
of multi-defendant claims. In actual practice, we have used a p factor as 
high as .7 for some of the larger doctor-owned carriers and as low as .3 for 
the smaller ones. 
17 See, for example, P. E. Heckman and G. G. Meyers, "The Calculation of 
Aggregate Loss Distributions from Claim Severity and Claim Count 
~Qstributions,n PCAS, LXX (19831, p. 22. 

No attempt will be made to provide a list of these methods here. 
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assumptions, the input parameters, and the various distributions frcxn whfch 

samples are made. Since, for this case study, the excess layer pertains to 

the claims-made year 1987, the exposure, frequency, severity, and policy 

limit values would be required for the seven accident years 1981-87 (but 

since 1983 was the company's first year, we use only 1983-87). In the 

second section the actual simulation process for one trial (normally, at 

least 1,000 trials are run for a given case study) is outlined In pseudo 

code. Tracking the program flow though this pseudo code will reveal how the 

many variables interact with each other. 

DERIVATIONOPTEE PIiOBdBLB PaAL SiIlb3 PRMIDXFROHTTiELOSSDISTRIENTIOH 

The Simulated Loss Distribution 

With the Monte Carlo model loaded up with the appropriate input parameters 

and distributions, we can now make the run for the case study at hand. The 

resulting printout of the distribution, generated from 1,000 trials of the 

model, is shown in Appendix H, page 1. The results of the 1,000 trials have 

been tabulated and summarized into 31 intervals of total loss in the defined 

layer, including the number of 'hits" in each bracket and also the total 

losses in each bracket. For the loss levels corresponding to the minimum and 

maximum premiums (Ll and L2), which are calculated on spreadsheets according 

to our original formulas, we have interpolated the appropriate values in the 

distribution. 

The histogram of the sample distribution and cumulative distribution oglve 

are shown on pages 2 and 3. These plots display a fairly smooth and regular 

contour -- so much so that I am sure that, with enough effort and with an 

appropriate set of parameters, someone could uncover some exotic probability 

density function which would supply an acoeptable *fit* to this curve. But 

what purpose would this serve? It would be unlikely that such a curve, or 

even a member of its immediate family, would adequately fit another case 

defined by an entirely different set of fnitial variables (retentions, index 

factors, unlimited means, defendant-per-Incident distribution, etc.). Thus, 

the final estimated excess loss distribution in Appendix H, generated solely 

for this one particular case, is simply what it is. It needs no name. 
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She Probable Final Suing Predm 

He have actually defined two sets of reinsurance parameters for the 

calculation of the final swing premium -- one employing the 'subject to" 

minimum concept and the other using the "minimum plus* formula. The actual 

excess loss layer, defined by the retentions and the indemnity and ALAE 

means -- is the same for each option, so the loss distribution f(x) is the 

same for both options. The parameters are as follows: 

Gross Net Earned Premium Income 

Maximum Premium (30% of GNEPI) 

Minimum Premium 

Loss Conversion factor 

Aggregate Deductible 

Provisional Premium (202 of GNEPI) 

"Subject to" nMinimum +@ 
-------m-L ---------- 

$15,000,000 $15,000,000 

4,500,000 4,500,000 

1,500,000 1,125,OOO 

1.25 1.10 

1,125,OOO 1,125,OOO 

3 ,ooo,ooo 3,000,000 

The final swing premiums for the two options are developed separately in the 

spreadsheets in pages 4 and 5 of Appendix Ii. The relationships in the 

spreadsheets follow the basic mathematical relationships developed earlier. 

For the 'subject tow option, the expected final premium is $3,958,784. For 

the *minimum plus" version, the final premium is $4,196,040. The contingent 

premium liability, then, would be booked as the difference between these 

probable final premiums and the provisional premiums. 

In this paper we have developed a procedure to estimate the contingent 

premium liability encountered by reinsured companies in conjunction with 

swing plan exoess-of-loss reinsurance treaties. To determine this 

liability, the terms of the contract themselves (provisional/minimum/maximum 

premiums, aggregate deductibles, and loss conversion factors) are combined 

into formulas which include the probability distribution of the excess 

losses in the reinsured layer, This distribution is approximated with a 
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Monte Carlo simulation model, incorporating the interaction of many 

variables. The resulting swing premium liability estimate Is, like other 

re.wrve entries on the balance sheet, a “best estimate” or “most likely” 

entry, and is, therefore, consistent with the rest of the balance sheet. 
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Appendix A 
Page 1 

[Sample Cover Note for Excess of Loss Contract] 

REXNSORED : 

PERIOD : 

TYP3 : 

CLASS : 

ComAoK : 

XYZ INSURARCE COMPANY 

Somewhere, USA 

12 months at 1st January, 1987 to expire 31st December, 

1987 covering claims-made and losses occurring on 

original policies including extended reporting 

endorsements issued by Reinsured. However, this 

contract may be renewed for a further period of 

twelve months until 31st December, 1988 by mutual 

consent between the parties hereto. 

EXCESS OF LOSS REINSURANCE. 

Professional Liability Insurance Policies including 

Premises Liability issued to Physicians and Surgeons. 

A. The reinsurance coverage will be the diPPerence 

between $1 ,OOO,OOO each loss, each insured and $250,000 

each loss, each Insured, indexed as outlined below, 

plus pro rata loss adjustment expenses. 

B. The reinsurance aoverage will be the difference 

between $l,OOO,OOO each occurrence and $375,000 each 

occurrence, indexed as outlined below, plus pro rata 

loss adjustment expenses. Section A will inure to the 

benefit of Section B (e.g., Section A recoveries will 

be made first, and the Company(s accumulated Section A 

retentions will then be subltted to Section B). 
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Appendix A 
Page 2 

INDEX CLAUSE : A. The initfal retention hereunder at the beginning Of 

each calendar year shall be $250,000 as respects 

Section A and $375,000 as respects Seotion B and shall 

be increased at each January 1 thereafter by $25,000 

for Section A and $37,500 for Section B, 

notwithstanding the date of loss occurrence. 

: B. The date of payment of subject losses shall be used 

in determining the Company’s indexed retention. 

PRKUICH : The Company shall pay the reinsurer a deposit premium 

of $3,000,000 In Pour equal installments of $750,000 on 

January 1, March 31, June 30 and September 30 of the 

contract year. The rate shall be the following 

percentages of subject gross net earned premium income 

cumulative for the adjusted period: 

Provisional 20.01 

Developed 125% of Reinsurers’ incurred losses for 

the period 

Subject to: 

Minimum 10% of CNEPI 

Maximum 30% of GNEPI 

[Optional Language] 

CHlnimum 

[Provisional 

[Maximum 

[Developed 

7.511 

20.021 

3O.OSl 
7.5% plus 110s of Reinsurers’ 

losses for the period.] 
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Appendix A 
Page 3 

OEIIEBAL. CcHDITmNS : Service of Suit Clause. 

Insolvency Clause. 

Insolvency Funds Exclusion Clause. 

Ultimate Net Loss Clause (Including 80% E.C.O. Loss). 

Excess of Original Policy Limits Clause. 

Commutation Clause - Reassured to have right at any 

time after 3 years from inception of policy year to 

commute losses at established reserves and relieve 

Underwriters of all further liability hereunder 

provided rate at time below maximum hereon. 

Claims Review Clause. (Costs to be borne by current 

Reinsurers hereon). 

L.O.C. for difference between actual paid and Maximum 

Rate. 

If required, Reinsurers to appoint independant 

actuary to assess rating procedurs of Reassured (Cost 

to be borne by Reinsurers on current year hereon). 

Prerata costs in addition. 

Extended Reporting Endorsements - Any claim made 

under an Extended Reporting Endorsement shall be 

deemed to have been made during the term of the 

original policy to which the Endorsement attached. 

The premium for such Extended Reporting Endorsements 

shall be considerd Pully earned on the date the 

Endorsement is issued. 

Date of Loss Clause. 

blOBDuo : To be agreed. 

: 100s 

BFFKTED WITS 

xx. xx% 

: Lloyd’s Underuriters 

London, England 

(Participation hereon percentage part of 100%) 
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Appendix B 

Page 1 

NAIC CLOSED CLAIk4 DATA BUE - ADJUSTED FOR FREQUENCY/SEYERITY INDICFiS 

Dirtribution by Size of Losr 

All Cllims Comblnad 

Bracket* # Cliiw 
-------- -s-e- 

0 51607.0 
100 350.3 
133 103.2 
170 145.3 
237 167.7 
316 242.0 
422 292.9 
562 411.0 
750 501.2 

1000 820.3 
1334 1015.0 
1770 1170.2 
2371 1477.1 
3162 1499.5 
4217 1640.0 
5623 2100.2 
7999 2071.1 

10000 1004.5 
13335 2029.0 
17703 1906 .P 
23714 1048.9 
31623 1564.3 
42170 1440.2 
56234 1340.3 
74989 1171.7 

100000 926.5 
133352 917.0 
177020 746.2 
237137 722.3 
316220 456.1 
421697 402.6 
562341 247.9 
749094 199.7 

1000000 112.6 
1333520 93.3 
1770200 34.0 
2371370 15.1 
3162200 22.4 
4216970 4.9 
5623410 0.0 
7490940 0.0 

10000000 0.0 

TOTALS 
TOTAL, EXCL. CNP'S 

cu. # Clalma 
-s-s---- 

51607.0 
51966.1 
52069.3 
52218.6 
52302.3 
52625.1 
52910.0 
53329.0 
53911.0 
54739.3 

::;:"s'; 
50401:6 
59901.1 
61541.9 
63722.1 
65793.2 
67677.7 
69706.7 
71613.1 
73462.0 
75026.3 

:%i 
7890615 
79913.0 
00830.0 
01577.0 
02299.3 
02755.8 
03158.0 
03405.9 
03605.6 

8e:;: :*: 
03045:s 
03060.6 
03803.0 
83007.9 
03007.9 
03087.9 
03087.9 

Indem.Amount Avg. Indem. 
--m-s- ---m 

0 0 
10105 51 
11021 115 
22401 154 
34306 
67013 

100852 
201463 
379945 
720464 

1167310 
1831020 
3059210 
4177710 
6069360 

10755100 
13590200 
16401600 
23358300 
29460500 
37950200 
42906200 

205 
279 

2; 
654 
870 

1150 
1565 
2071 
2786 
3699 
4933 
6562 
0703 

11512 
15453 
20526 
27420 

53156900 36705 
65590000 40937 
76561700 65342 
79771100 06099 

105277000 114706 
t~i79aooo 153i43 
148033000 204947 
124647000 273289 
195920000 362444 
120760000 407164 
129525000 6S0598 

97909200 069531 
106530000 1141890 
50006600 
jO357800 

1473140 
2010450 

62135900 
192iI5700 

2773920 
3919530 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

1722570000 205 a 4 
1722570000 533 3 

Exp.Amount Av&.Expenw 
---- -----s- 

133432000 2506 
82011 229 
28022 272 
24130 166 
65709 392 

127607 526 
120612 412 
306647 745 
409760 705 
767031 926 

1400230 1307 
1483050 1260 
2794090 1892 
2015350 1070 
3594630 2191 
5663140 2590 
6580210 3177 
5619610 2982 
7190910 3544 
9797740 5139 
0096010 4379 
8307'300 5311 
a734200 6031 
9357350 6982 
9231510 7879 
7090310 7653 
0637350 94ll 

10001600 13511 
106a1500 f47aa 
6077140 13324 
7202570 17090 
4903040 20104 
7204110 36075 
2094480 18601 
2284480 24485 
1177000 34610 
434327 20763 
970374 43677 
206093 42060 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

2 5171000 
8 1 1739000 

.End point of lntrrval of indemnity amount 
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Appendix C 

Page 1 

IRK CLOSED REDICRt LlABlLlTV URIIS - RDSUSTED FDR FREDLMCVISEVERITV TRENDS 

REPORT VfARlCktEWDRR VERR llRTR11 FDR LOSSES DF DflE RCtlDElT YERR 

prpr 1 of 4 

Rwaat Vrtr 
-------------_-__---___1_____1__1_______------------------------- 

frl .Vrw 1 2 3 k s b 7 8 9 10* Total tv 
---- ------- ---a- ---- ----- ----- --- --- --*- ---a v---m -_I_ 

18 
KY1 421R.5 0.0 0.0 
IWDEIl 52999300 0 0 
UIIIICYE 2622.5 0.0 0.0 
ME 1985220 0 0 
KUP llb4R.7 0.0 0.0 
AVl.INDEll 7623 0 0 
1V6. ALE 703 0 0 

21 
WI 34DQ.6 996.7 0.0 
lUDEtl 972597% 15216500 0 
UWCNE 4b05.5 130s.3 0.0 
ALbE I I 119700 2209980 0 
KNP 1591.1 2076.2 0.0 
A%. tnm 28599 lS!SB 0 
AK. ALK 2373 lb?3 0 

3: 
KU1 2771.4 2015,o 659.4 
IYDEA 11400!000 63647100 114S5500 
UYl /CUE 4473.5 4075.9 1418.5 
AM 11193800 10R11900 235b350 
UNP 1754.2 2141.0 9bb.9 
4%. IllDEn 41135 51717 17339 
RVI.RLW 40bl 2653 1641 

48 
KYI 2059.9 2ObS.l) 1183.4 
IYDER ll9lb9000 97840500 371b2100 
KU1 ItlfE s439.b 36B2.1 ZY7.6 

ALbE 22267OOD 21019200 9145uO 
uuf 312.5 700.7 945.3 
RV6. IUDEI 51652 17512 31405 
6V6. kAE 6460 Sb72 3402 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

196.7 

425.0 
7584Ob 

3b7. h 
28424 

170 

s: 
KU1 1287.5 1494.5 lTS3.5 w.7 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

1oo.b 
IWDER 90294500 99bh9400 60844NO 1919bOOO 49882JO 
UYI/ClE 2012.5 2716.1 2502.3 652.4 165.1 
ALE 15079fOO 10122900 12210800 2898220 SbO409 
KnP 221.6 559.9 411.7 357.0 175.5 
AV6. IWDER 7OlJZ bbb91 44953 52491 49563 
AV6.RtRE 7493 bb72 4BBo 3100 2163 

102 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 

0 
0.0 

0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 4218.5 

0 0 0 32999300 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2022.5 

0 0 0 1965220 

0.0 0.0 0.0 11646.7 

0 0 0 7023 

0 0 0 70s 

0.0 0.0 0.0 4399.5 

0 0 0 112479000 

0.0 0.0 0.0 5990.8 

0 0 0 1X29700 

0.0 0.0 0.0 Bbb7.S 

0 0 0 255bb 
0 0 0 2x5 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 0.0 5443.8 
0 0 169282000 

0.0 0.0 9967.7 
0 0 31342400 

0.0 0.0 4Sb2.1 
0 0 34770 
0 0 5144 

0.0 0.0 805.8 
0 0 259762000 

0.0 0.0 10454.3 
0 0 54200000 

0.0 0.0 2321.3 
0 0 47180 
0 0 5194 

0.0 0.0 4hOl.E 
0 0 274992000 

0.0 0.0 8248.4 
0 0 48671900 

0.0 0.0 1525.9 
0 0 19758 
0 0 5901 
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Page 2 

NRIC CLOSED KDICRL LIABlLITV CLWIS - ADJUSTED FOR FREOUWCT/SEVERITV TRENDS 

REPORT WRXRtEND6R VE(IR !lATRI)I FOR LD3SES OF DNE RCCTDENT YEAR 

PC@l 2 of 4 

Rmwt Year 

tal.Yrtr 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 B 9 101 Total CV 
----_ -__I__ -- - -- __---- ----- -- --- -- ____ ----a w----m 

b: 
KNI 637.0 934.0 936.3 448.) 
INDEN 62810500 hB229600 5177h400 29412800 
ICNIlCNE 1047.0 1611.6 lMS.2 822.7 
MAE 891RMO 15749103 11532300 5062490 
KNP 114.7 234.3 231.7 144.7 
AV6.lNDEA 98604 71520 SSZR? bSS80 
RV6.ALAE 8518 9772 7010 b154 

7: 
KY1 312.0 437.1 501.4 288.3 
INDEN 25b95300 43347300 36378300 ZB472600 
OCNIICNE 519.9 042.0 830.2 388.1 
RLAE 5202720 7814970 7301700 3747590 
OCNP 63.4 118.7 161.5 b4.2 
RV6.lNDER 82357 94832 72553 997hO 
AV6.RlAE 10007 9Bl 8823 9773 

8: 
KY1 166.6 169.9 246.1 154.4 
INDER 22553100 20196800 24385500 23101900 
#CWllCNE 261.4 343.3 308.7 319.7 
ALAE 2390770 Sh9lh80 SSB4370 2777160 
OCNP 33.6 57.0 60.3 24.4 
AVS.lNDE!l 135S7S llR87S 99900 149124 
AVBALAE 9146 10747 10978 RhB? 

9: 
KY1 91.9 123.3 138.1 87.3 
INDM 16032600 16306000 28OS9500 18h19100 
KNllCyE 176.4 208.7 264.1 197.0 
AL&E 2408700 2fhSO90 4652560 2499220 
OCNP 17.6 27.6 4b.9 22.B 
AV6.INDER 174457 130136 203182 213277 
AVB.MX lSSO2 llSS2 17617 12686 

173.6 
7451200 

351.8 
1394870 

186.3 
42433 

3931 

139.3 
7334830 

Sll.2 
1468480 

72.1 
46170 

4719 

107.2 86.1 69.3 4E. h 
145Sbh00 8327360 13314bOO 3521850 

174.7 1x9 138.0 32.6 
1436b90 1011770 561138 lObO96 

35.7 52.2 70.4 36.9 
lS5789 99043 220354 bBS51 

0224 lb87 4Obb 2017 

55.3 76.6 36.4 43.1 
4322220 16250000 3335660 bb686580 

100.4 104.9 95.6 99.4 
1299700 790795 524145 359968 

lb.0 21.9 30.8 61.2 
77878 212141 59107 140261 
11990 7blS 3483 3653 

40.3 
2176210 

72.2 

91.9 
71Rhl40 

186.9 
847139 

118.8 
78195 

4553 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

35.5 0.0 
1840770 0 

64.2 0.0 
119039 0 

76.6 0.0 
51833 0 

1854 0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

12.6 
553704 

17.8 

10: 
UN1 38.2 39.6 102.1 64.4 30.8 $3.5 33.0 46.5 
IUDEtl b133010 10470000 25091200 11632900 7919250 92h5940 bS71450 7106910 6234870 
KNIICK 77.4 99.1 lS3.7 100.6 70.3 39.8 61.3 70.1 72.5 
ALRE 767007 1393940 2590640 lbObSb0 lOlS?OO 495524 477045 302084 SS4016 
UN? 1.0 12.2 30.3 19.0 2.2 0.0 9.8 7.4 30.3 
LLVB.INDER lb1074 175671 2457Sl 180635 257119 276336 193074 153497 152442 
WZ.RLRE 9910 lb094 15554 15968 I4414 UZBh 7793 4309 4883 

0.0 3192.1 
0 221857000 

0.0 3333.3 
0 42781100 

0.0 1027.2 
0 69502 
0 7705 

0.0 1843.3 
0 150276000 

0.0 3362.3 
0 28701?00 

0.0 675.3 
0 91428 
0 83Sb 

0.0 1049.4 
0 152158000 

0.0 1957.3 
0 17615900 

0.0 39b. 7 
0 126057 
0 9092 

0.0 6EE.B 
0 110163000 

0.0 1274.S 
0 15126000 

0.0 296.0 
0 lS9935 
0 11870 

9.4 458.2 
SSOb32 90794100 

21.1 785.9 
791526 9792240 

7.1 123.3 

38578 190154 

37513 124bO 
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NW CLOSED REMCAL LIABILITY CLRMS - ADJUSTED FOR FREUUENCVlSfVERITV TRENDS 

REPORT YEWCALENDAR YEAR NMRIX Fw1 LOSSES ff ME RSCIDENT YEAR 

p,pu 3 of 4 

Repurt Ycrr 
-___--------_-_--*--________l__l________--------- 

ca#%ar 1 2 3 4 5 h 7 8 9 IO* Tot41 cv 
----- --- mm- ----- ---- I_--_ - --- --*-- --- ----* -- 

II: 
UYI 32.4 20.4 54.5 27.5 10.6 12.8 4O.b 20.3 30.8 49.0 302.9 
INEN 4SB6450 4233490 5834b20 5565890 1339760 tbSlO9 1187830 3816980 1481460 494Bl40 35559700 
uYIIcuE 47.1 8%: 103% 50.7 23.5 14.9 47.9 56.2 59.2 54.5 510.3 
RLAE 747815 859194 329762 109646 626445 510024 462201 I#338 5705310 
RN? 10.5 12.1 10.4 4.6 0.0 59% 5.3 2.6 17.b 46.0 116.9 
kVS86,INOEN 135384 149067 115537 202596 126395 78SlE ISSO 48099 IOOPEZ 117398 
n9LKnE lSR77 15215 12756 16947 14032 Is59 9226 907s 7807 3401 11180 

12: 
UN1 8.3 24.1 24.2 lb.0 12.8 16.5 13.4 26.0 28.1 Sl.6 227.0 
INDEN 1117480 6215840 4763150 2770500 2870580 4OSBlfO lSE3540 2216640 SSSOSbO 6412130 37578600 
ICY1 /CUE 52.7 Sl.! 37.0 19.0 
nLAE 545520 764081 426788 214047 

UNP 8.0 0.0 1O.B 10.7 
nv6. INDEN 134636 260408 196E24 173156 
n%ntM lbb83 14779 11535 11266 

18.1 19.1 29.8 28.5 44.1 109.9 389.9 
146696 109696 443067 43k754 1042200 13770900 17897800 

5.2 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.0 47.1 84.5 
224214 244736 118175 8S2SS 196817 111322 lbSS44 

El05 5684 14868 15362 23633 125304 45904 

13: 
WI 
IWEll 
SUIICE 
RLRE 
&P 
RV6,lNDEl! 
n%nLnE 

5.4 5.3 
1103330 1078500 

8.2 16.5 
lll986 235890 

2.8 2.6 
204320 203491 

143n9 14296 

22.4 
6978730 

50.6 

2.8 5.5 2.8 5.2 8.9 24.8 57.5 140.4 
137356 560984 610383 lbR7220 10049400 S913220 6042250 3f981300 

5.4 13.9 2.7 13.6 8.9 24.0 98.2 222.8 
97325 50023 29515 2126S9 367939 349127 571SSl 2583010 

0.0 0.0 2.0 2.6 6.5 13.6 24.8 60.4 
49049 105046 211994 324464 1129140 239243 118996 249155 
18023 3599 10931 15635 41341 14086 5818 11593 

551016 
2.7 

31 ISSO 
18007 

8.8 5.6 
162381 SlPOS4 

9.0 8.8 
27520 178291 

5.8 0.0 
lBkS2 09492 
303 20260 

0.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 2.8 5.7 66.7 109.7 
0 0 615952 0 2156340 385388 14OIJSOO 19423100 

5.7 0.0 5.5 0.0 2.8 14.5 BP.6 158.7 
26013 0 60947 0 1896 525605 805173 1872190 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.8 23.6 
0 0 111988 0 162979 61612 210098 177056 

4564 0 llOB1 0 677 36756 8986 11797 

23.0 
24b741 

0.0 

1072E 

15: 
UYI 
IRQEC 
mfllN 
KR 
UNF 

5.7 3.1 
1076180 274815 

14.5 3.1 
221683 99595 

0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 0.0 14.8 26.7 
0 0 0 1544170 0 lSE8750 4403920 

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 3.0 43.9 70.6 
0 0 0 609400 29850 473084 lS136BO 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

3.0 
00071 

0.0 
0 

2bb90 

-~ 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 5.8 8.8 
0 0 0 498121 0 107348 161937 lBBEO4 88650 

15288 32127 0 0 0 196SRl 9950 10776 21440 
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NRIC CLOSED NEDICAL LlbEILlTV CLPIHS - ADJUSTED FOR fREOUENCY/SEVERIIV TRENDS 

REPORT YEbR/CbLENWIR VEbR l!bTRIX FOR LOSSES OF ONE ACCIDENT VERR 

oapc 4 of 4 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cal, rear 1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 101 TDLIl CY 
-------- ----- -------- --_-- _---_-__ __-----_ ----_-- _-_____- -_-____I _---_---- _--de- -------- 

lb: 
WI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.4 70.4 

INDEN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lS7E4300 15784300 
UYIlCYE 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 0.0 3.1 b.0 0.0 0.0 80.3 Bb.5 
ALRE 0 0 0 16284 0 65949 0 0 0 1951080 2033320 
UNP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.4 21.4 
bVS.lNOEII 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 224209 224209 

A’&. RLkf 0 0 0 5253 0 21274 0 0 0 24297 23507 

Total 
R?D. rear 

KY1 ITb44.4 B404. h 5232.0 1651.6 657.7 366.2 253.b 201.1 142.9 325.4 322Y.5 
INOEl 594614’300 WS67OOb 294498000 1445ObOOO 51363700 49433500 33319100 36878EOO 20119200 501S97001722570000 
KYIKYE lW9.0 15219.8 10201.8 3392.4 
btbE 9DD12400 Ebl99Sbb 57609200 2263Mbb 
ICNP 21011.7 5742.5 2904.9 1015.2 
bV6, INDEN Y537 53246 56288 81491 
nvs. PLW 456h 5ba3 SMl 6672 

Ratlo. avg. 
indemtv to 
total I1cc.u. .74 1.00 1.05 I.64 

‘Smt)led’ 
avg. Inden. 
rat10 .74 1.00 1.20 1.40 

.2so .lSb *OS3 

1240.0 608.2 
7499930 3709000 

491.0 272.6 
78096 134990 

LO48 609B 

470.4 321.4 215.1 497.5 5:s1a.: 
29b4320 2892160 2781010 18548500 29S1S1000 

226.5 159.5 “2.9 170.0 ;:Obb.3 
13134 18386 lfO7?2 1SkLiEb 533bk 

6302 8999 11799 37?83 5e9h 

l.kb 2.53 2.4b 3.44 2.64 2.89 

I.60 2.00 

,021 .Oll 

2.35 2.70 2.845 3.00 

.008 .005 ,004 .bb8 

Source: NblC flalwtct:cr Claiar: N4diral Ntlomctice Closed Claiac. 1975-78, 
National Asmiation of Insurance Coaaisrinnrrr. 1900. 
bd+rtmtr for frtauen~v/sevaritr trends ncrfcfard bv the author on 
the detail data tam purchased froa Nblt. IccnfdinqlV, the conclusionr 
dram froa the adjurtrd data are those PI the author and not nccrrrtrily 
those of thr Nblt. 
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WC CLOSED REDlCAL LIRBILITY CLIIMS - ADJUSTED FOR fREOUENCY/SEVERITV TRENDS 

REPORT YEllRltPLfNDAR YERR MTRII FOR LOSSES OF ONE ACCIDENT VERR 

Recut Year 
Cal. _____---____________________I___________-------------------------------- 

Year 1 2 3 4 5 b 1 B 9 10* 
-_-_ j;;i; ---- - ----- ---__ ----- __-- - ---__ -_--- ---- ----_ 
1: / 7823\ (----------- Avrraor mdcmnitv 

(--------- R4ho; 4~9. mdemty to rr9nrnd.,tot41 wart vmr 

2: 

3: 41135 
1.040 

4: 57852 
1.4b3 

5: 

b: 98bO4 
2.191 

7: 

8: 

9: 

IO: 

11: 

12: 

13: 

14: 

1s: 

lb: 

135373 
3.424 

174457 
4.412 

161’574 
4.074 

135304 

3.424 

134b3h 
3.405 

204320 
5.lbB 

18452 
6.467 

1ssao4 

4.775 

0 
O.@OO 

149067 115537 20239b 126392 59774 78518 188029 48099 100982 

2.800 2.053 2.313 l-b18 0.443 0.598 1.025 0.342 0.655 

2bOlOB 196824 173156 224264 2kk736 118175 85255 lPbBl7 111322 

4.EPl 3.49? 1.979 2.872 1.813 0.099 0.465 1.39B 0.722 Rd. CY 3 

203491 311550 49049 10584b 217994 3244b5 1129150 23924s 118996 

3.822 5.535 0.561 1.355 I.bl5 2.470 6.157 lab99 0.772 rtc. 

89492 110451 0 0 lllPB8 0 762979 b7b12 210097 
1.681 1.962 0.000 0.000 0.830 0.000 &lb1 0.480 1.3bk 

88650 0 0 0 0 0 498119 0 107348 

l.bb5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.!lb 0.000 0.697 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 224209 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.455 

532kb 56288 87491 78096 lS4090 131584 185386 110792 1540Eb 
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Total JO537 
‘e3,Yr I.000 
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MC CG’SED MOICAL LIABILITY CLRIRS - llDJUSTED FOR FREPIJENCV/SEKRlTY TRENDS 

REPORT YEAR/CALENDAR YEM tlATRIl FOR LOSSES DF ONE ACCXIENT YEAR 

AvHiqe Indtmrtv bv Cafcndrr VW Cmontntr 01 Rmrt Year 
Papr 2 of 2 

Comosltr Avwr9r Indrmtv bv Relative Calendar Yea Cells 

rrlrtivt crl. ‘I*w 1 n9. 8 0.233 
rclrtivr rat. VW 2 rv9. * O.bbP 
rtlltlvr rrl. ear 3 w9. * 0.891 
rclativr rrl. VW 4 ~9. = 1.295 
relative crl. vw 5 tv9. . I.531 
rrlatirc ~1. VW 6 4~9. = 2.125 
relative ml. vt,r 7 ~9. = 2.623 
rdat1ve ral. war 8 rvp. = 3.173 
rclatlve cri. war 9 ~9. = 2.972 

Smthrd 
--__---- 

.25 

.b7 

.89 
1.30 
1.53 
2.13 
2.60 
2.80 
3.00 
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Appendix C 
Exhibit 1 

Report 
Year* 

Assumed Distribution of Claims Dy Report Tear 

Far Claims Incurred in Orbe Aocident Xear 

(1) (2) 

Ratio, Number of Ra tf o, Average 
Claims Reported Indemnity to 

to Total Accident Average for 
Year Claims Entire Accident Year 

..---------------- 
.3783 .7137 

.9516 

1.1420 

1.3323 

1.5226 

1.9033 

2.3791 

.2522 

.I839 

.1126 

.0394 

.0210 

.0126 

(3) 
Ratio, Amount of 

Indemnity to 
Total Accident 

Year Amount 
= (1) x (2) 

---------------- 
.270 

.240 

.210 

.150 

.060 

,040 

.030 

Total 1 .oooo 1.000 

l Relative to accident year. 
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Exhibit 2 

Calendar 
Year** 

XYZ NSORANCR CoNPAnx 

Assumed Distributtoa of Claims By Calendar Tear of Payment 

Pa Claims Incurred in One Report Year 

(1) (21 
Ratio, Number of Ratio, Average 

Claims Paid Indemnity to 
to Total Average for 

Report Year Entire Accident Year 
---------------s- -------------------- 

.0591 .2538 

.2058 .6803 .140 

.903-l .350 

1.3200 ,370 

1.5535 ,065 

2.1627 .035 

2 A399 .025 

.3873 

.2803 

.0418 

.0162 

.0095 

Total 1.0000 

(314 
Ratio, Amount of 

Indemnity to 
Total Report 
Year Amount 

-----------w---- 
.015 

1.000 

l Column (1) x Column (2). 

*a Relative to report year. 
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Appendix D 

KEDICAL PROFESSIONAL LIABJLITY CLAIH SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

TEST OF SAMPLED MEANS AND CV’S, STRATIFIED AND UNSTRATIFIED 
COHPAAED TO DIRECT CALC~JLATIONS, HITH VARIOUS mLxr LIMITS 

Lognormal distribution with Unlimited mean = 100,000 

Each sample = 100,000 random trials 

Limit=50,000 

Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sanple, strat. 

Limit=lOO,OOO 

Direct Calf. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Limit=500,000 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Llmit+1,000,000 

Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Lfmit=10,000,000 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Llmit=25,000,000 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, &rat. 

Notes: 

unum. Cv’2slO 
-----s--s------- 
Ltiited Linrited Ltiited Limited 

Mean cv Hean cv 
---mm-- -B--B-- ---e--m s---w-- 

29686 0.6361 26076 0.7511 
29716 0.6352 26119 0.7502 
29242 0.6525 25717 0.7655 

23878 0.8464 38297 0.9696 
43960 0.8453 38370 0.96Bl 
43245 0.8614 37723 0.9831 

77888 1.4981 70163 1.6635 
77742 1.4948 69996 1.6605 
77020 1.5166 69251 1.6829 

a8071 1.8412 a1451 2.0531 
a7797 1.8374 all58 2.0508 
a7386 1.8657 80648 2.0786 

99499 2.8540 98362 3.5134 
98367 2.7628 96964 3.4215 
99335 2.9231 98250 3.5966 

99916 3.0473 
98575 2.8535 
99619 3.0336 

3.9620 
3.7435 
3.9946 

unlim. Cv’2.20 
~~----~~-~---~-- 

Unlti. CV’2=30 
s----s---------- 
Limited Limited 

Uean cv 
------- s-s---- 

24185 0.8173 
24231 0.8164 
23861 0.8309 

35416 1.0413 
35476 1.0395 
34868 1.0544 

65847 1.7595 
65667 1.7566 
64935 1.7796 

77437 2.1725 
77136 2.1711 
76594 2.1988 

;;m; 3.8728 3.7946 
97162 3.9585 

;;:2 
b.b987 
4.2810 

99192 5.5895 

The objective of this test is to establish the reliability of the Monte Carlo 
simulation process fn sampling indemnity amounts, both stratified and unstrati- 
fied. The stratified process samplea frau distributions for l aaignad report 
year/calendar year subsets of an accident year. Prior to each RY/CY sampling, 
the report year and calendar year are selected randcdy frca RY/CY distributions. 
For the selected subaet, the mean has been adjusted by report year and calendar 
year severity relatlvlty factors and the variance has been adjusted dcunward from 
the variance for the entire accident year, so that the total sample variance 
for all subsets combined will approximate that of the overall accident year. 
The unstratified sampling bypasses the partitioning of the accident year into 
report year/calendar cells and simply samples It-a the total accident year 
distribution, using the accident year 8ean and overall variance. 
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NAIC CLOSED CLAIM STUDY I_--- 
CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF ALAE PER DEFENDANT 

X=AMOUNTOFALAE m 
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UAIC CLGBRD CLAM BTGDY 

RXiRBSSIW OF AVG. BXPBNSB VBRSUS AVG. XRDKIQYITY 

x= 
AVERAGE 

INDEMNITY 
BRACKET 

---s-s-- 

51 
115 
154 
205 
279 

t7e; 
654 
870 

1150 
1565 
2071 
2786 
3699 
4933 
6562 
8703 

11512 
15453 
20526 
27428 
36706 
48937 
65342 
86099 

114706 
153844 
204947 
273289 
362444 
487164 
648598 
869532 

1141890 
1473140 
2010450 
2773930' 
3919530 

Y= 
AVERAGE ALAE 

IN BRACKET 
------w--w 

229 
272 
166 

:z: 
412 
745 
705 
926 

1387 
1268 
1892 
1878 
2191 
2598 
3177 
2982 
3544 
5139 
4379 
5311 
6031 
6982 
7879 
7653 
9411 

13511 
14788 
13324 
17890 
20104 
36075 
18601 
24485 
34618 
28763 
43677 
42060 

WEIGHT 
tNUHREl? OF CLAIMS) 
--~~~-~~~~------~ 

358.3 
103.2 
145.3 
167.7 
242.8 
292.9 
411.8 
581.2 
828.3 

1015.0 
1170.2 
1477.1 
1499.5 
1640.8 
2180.2 
2071.1 
1884.5 
2029.0 
1906.4 
1848.9 
1564.; 
1448.2 
13uo.3 
1171.7 

926.5 
917.8 
746.2 
722.3 
456.1 
402.6 
247.9 

93.3 
34.0 
15.1 
22.4 

4.9 

COMPUTED Y 
-------a-- 

259.2 
384.9 
444.3 
509.9 
591.9 
679.5 
776.0 
892.6 

1024.6 
1172.5 
1360.5 
1557.7 
1797.6 
2061.3 
2368.8 
2718.7 
3116.1 
3566.7 
4111.7 
4715.8 
5424.5 
6244.1 
7174.5 
8249.5 
9425.2 

10825.7 
12474.7 
14328.0 
16464.3 
18869.6 
21766.5 
24993.1 
28794.1 
32843.9 
37143.0 
43161.8 
50421.5 
59583.4 

B = 0.48294500 A = 3.66331000 

EQUATION: LOG (Y)=A+B*LoG(x) 
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Paye 3 

NAIC Closed Claim Study 
Regression of Avg. ALAE vs. Avg. Ind. 

ALAE 
100000 

J 

E 

-7 
ioo ’ ’ “y ’ “y ’ ’ “““; ’ ’ “““~ ’ ’ “Y ’ ““‘lh 

0.01 0.1 1 IO 100 1000 10000 

Indemnity (000 omitted) 
- Observed ALAE 

A=3.66331 0=0.402945 

EMJATIOtt L&M =A+BYOGO 

- Computed ALAE 
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DISTRIBUTION OF -EB OF DEFEUDAETS PSU IUCIDENT 

(Incidents Closed Ylth Payment) 

Number of Number of Incidents 
Defendants(X) with X Defendants 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 & Over 

Total 

12,187 

6,111 

3,307 

1,699 

910 

450 

285 

173 

387 

25,509 

Ratio 
To Total 
-----w-- 

.478 

.240 

.130 

.06'7 

,036 

.018 

.Oll 

.007 

.015 

Indemnity 
Average 

--*-e---- 
$ 14,795 

33,038 

51,850 

67,411 

87,841 

91,726 

77,805 

100,157 

111,322 

Source : NAIC Malpractice Claims: Ckdloal Halpractice 
Closed Claims, 1975-78, National Association of 
Insurance Conmissioners, 1980, Table 2.10, p. 68. 
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DBRIVATION OF GKIEBAL IIDDgL DISZBIBGTION OF 

NGHDER OF DEPWDIEIIS PER INCIDKNT 

I. Assume, for the entire population, the distribution is as follows: 

x = No. of defendants f(x) 
I----------------m-- --w- 

II. Let p = 
= 

Total defendants = 

.50 

.25 
,125 

. 

. 

(.i)X 
00 
c x(1/2)X=2 (per incident ) 
x=1 

penetration factor for a given insurer 
probability that a given defendant in the population Is 
insured by that insurer 

III. Determine the distribution by number of defendants for the given 
insurer. 

Population Prob. Number of defs. 
Number of Incident with Insured by Prob. of N 

Defendants (K) K defs. Insurer (N) Insurer’s defs. 
-------------- -----s-----*---- --------------- -----_----------------- 

1 (l/2) 0 (1/2)(1-P) 
1 (1/2)(P) 

------------------------------------ 

2 (l/2)2 0 

1 

2 

(l/2)2 : 
0 

P(l-PI 

(l/2)2 2 
0 

p2 
2 

--------__-------------------------- 

3 ~213 0 (l/2) 
Y’> 

o (l-P)3 

1 (i/2)3 : 
0 

~(1-~)2 

(i/2)3 ; ~2(1-~) 
0 

(~213 ; p3 
0 

2 

3 

and so on 
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Iv. Generalizing. 

let 

Ip(K) = probability that an incident of a given Insurer 
with penetration factor p will have exactly K 
defendants (KLO) 

00 

= c 
N=K 

(1/2)N f: pK(l-p)“K 
0 

00 

and c 
K=O 

Ip(K) = 1 

Note that the distribution of incidents by number of defendants for this one 
insurer now includes Incidents uith zero defendants for that insurer. To 
back out these zero defendant situations and thereby create a modified 
distribution for that insurer, you make the adjustment 

I’(K) 
P 

= Ip(K) 
s---m 
1-Ip(O) 

for all K>O 

V. A useful property of the defendant distribution is that the expected 
number of defendants per Incident is l+p, that is 

00 

c K*I’(K) = l+p 
K=l P 

With this property, the reasonableness of the assumed penetration factor for 
the insured in question can be tested quickly and conveniently by simply 
determining the ratio of defendants to incidents over an appropriate claim 
history period. 

VI. The following table displays the defendant distribution I’(K) for 
P 

values of p from .l to 1. 
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MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY 

PROBABILITY OF NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS PER INCIDENT 

NUD. Penetration factor 
of ----------_-----_-_------------------------------------------------- 
defs. .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
--v-w 

1 

: 
4 

65 

I 
9 
>9 

.9091 

.0826 

.0075 

.0007 

.OOOl 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.8333 

.I389 

.0231 

.0039 

.0006 

.OOOl 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.7692 

.1775 

.0410 

.0095 

.0022 

.0005 

.OOOl 

.oooo 

.oooo 

.oooo 

--v-m 
.7143 
.2041 
.0583 
.0167 
.0048 
.0014 
.0004 
.OOOl 
.oooo 
.oooo 

.6667 .6250 

.2222 .2344 

.0741 .0879 

.0247 .0330 

.0082 .0124 

.0027 .0046 

.ooog .0017 

.0003 .0007 

.OOOl .0002 

.OOOl .OOOl 

a--*- --w-s --m-e -s-s- 
.5882 .5556 .5263 .5000 
.2422 .246g .2493 .2500 
.0997 .I097 .1181 .I250 
,041; .0488 .0559 .0625 
.0169 .0217 .0265 00313 
.0070 .0096 .0126 .0156 
.0029 .0043 .0059 .0078 
.0012 .001g .0028 .0039 
.0005 .0008 .0013 .0020 
.0003 .0007 .0012 .0019 

Expected 
Number: 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
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DESCEIPHCM OF HOUTE CARLO HODKL TO GRN’ERATE PROBABILITX DISTRIBUTION 

OPLOesBSDIFIRsTxCgssLAxEB 

1. M~oellunoaa Aaa=ptlona, Input Paramkru, and DlstrlbuUona 

(a) Report year distribution of aaoident year losses, with relative 

severity taotors by report year - see Appendix C, Exhibit 1. 

(b) Calendar year distribution of report year losses, with relative 

severity factors by calendar year - see Appendix C, Exhibit 2. 

(c) Distribution of claims (fndemnfty, defendant basis) by size - see 

Appendix B. 

Note : The basic distribution applies to all claims of one accident year, 
using the overall mean value for the entire year. The model stratifies the 
claims first into 49 report year/calendar year cells, each with a modified 
mean value from (a) and (b) above. Accordingly, the variance applicable to 
each cell has been reduced from the overall variance for random selection 
purposes, such that the combined sample variance over all 49 cells will 
approximate the entire acoident year distribution. 

(d) Average unlimited indemnity by year (per defendant) - used as the 

parameter in the size of loss distribution for each accident year: 

1983 $180,000 
1984 200,000 
1985 230,000 
1986 260,000 
1987 290,000 

(e) Policy limit distribution by year: 

Year 
BBS- 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 

500/ 1M ll4/3M 
-B-B-- --s-v 

12s 88s 
10 90 
t 91 

92 
7 93 
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(f) Average claim expense by year. Based on the functional relationship 

derived between the expected average ALAE and the sample Indemnity value (see 

Appendix II), the sample ALLLBE Is SELECTED from a distribution the 8ean of which 

is determined as a function of the sample Indemnity. The starting values for 

the average ALAB for the entire accident year, wer all indemnity values are: 

1983 $7,000 
1984 7,500 
1985 7,900 
1986 9,000 
1987 9,500 

(g) Claim frequency by year (class 1 equivalent), including claims closed 

with Indemnity (CWI), with expense only (CWE), and with no payment (CNP): 

1983 l 088 
1984 .093 
1985 -089 
1986 .102 
1987 ,107 

(h) Exposures by year (class 1 equivalent): 

1983 2,400 
1984 2,700 
1985 2,900 
1986 3,100 
1987 3,200 

It is assumed In this case study that all exposures are claims-made and the 

company commenaed claims-made coverage in 1983, writing the 2,400 exposures at 

maturity year 1 (retroactive date l/l/83). It is further assumed that there 

were no terminations and that all new entrants were started at maturity year 1 

(no prior acts cwerage). 

(i) Percentages for claims disposed, all years: 

CWI 351 

CWE 452 

CNP 201 
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(j) Dlstributlon of number of defendants per incident - see Appendix F, 

for penetration factor = .4 (expected incident frequency = defendant frequency 

from (g) divided by (1.4). 

(k) Layer of excess In question: 

$750,000 excess of $250,000 per defendant, with retention Indexed at 

$25,000 per year (based on calendar year paid). Total retention per 

oaonrrenoc (all defendants combined) = 150% of applicable (indexed) 

per-defendant retention. ALAE retained in one occurrence is proportional to 

indemnity retained, relative to total indemnity for occurrence. 

(1) Parameter variance (unoertalnty factor). These values are expressed 

in relation to the expected population frequency and severity. In this case 

study we are assuming a ‘standard error* of 20% for both claim frequency and 

average indemnity. 

II. Ibe Monte Carlo Simulation Prooess (In Pseudo Code): 

Accumulators Set Up: 

Excess losses paid by actual oalendar year (Including pro rata 

ALAE) for one trial. 

Aggregate excess loss brackets (31) for all trials combined 

(probability distribution). One accumulator for counts (number 

of trials falling into bracket) and another for total excess 

loss dollars. 

Input: 

Uncertainty factor for population mean frequency and severity 

(parameter variance). 

Retention per defendant and index amount. 
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For each trial Cl,000 trials run1 

For each accident year 1983 to 1887 (the year in question) 

SELECT expected population frequency and severity for year 

(using normal distribution and parameter variance, or 

unoerttinty factors, which were input). 

SF&XT number of inoidents 

For each Incident: 

(a) SELECT report year, relative to accident year and adjust 

mean indemnity by relative severity faetor corresponding 

to that report year. 

(b) If report year not equal to year in question (1987), 

skip to next incident. 

(0) SELECT number of defendants frcsn distribution of number 

of defendants per Incident (see Appendix F). 

(d) SELECT calendar year paid relative to report year and 

further modify mean indemnity by calendar year severity 

factor. 

(e) Establish retention per defendant applicable to 

oaleadar year, including index. 

(f) For each defendant (Prom (c)): 

(1) SELECT applicable policy limit 

(2) SELECT mode of closure (GUI, CWE, CNP). If CWE, 

SELECT ALAE amount only and then skip to next 

defendant. If CBP, go to next defendant. 

(3) SELECT gross (unlimited) indemnity from size of loss 

distribution, the mean of which was adjusted by 

report year and calendar year severity factors 

from (a) and (d). 

(4) Limit indemnity amount to policy limit, as necessary 

(5) Bump direst loss accumulator for the single 

incident. 

(6) Based on Indemnity amount, adjust expeoted BLAE, 

and SELECT sample ALAE frao distribution. Then bump 

d.lreot ALAE accumulator for the incident, 
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(7) Limit indemnity to retention per defendant for 

oalendar year and add to retained amount for this 

incident. 

Next defendant 

(g) For all defendants, limit total net indemnity to 

applicable retention per ooourrence (Incident). If 

total direct loss (lndemnlty) for incident exceeds 

total net, then add the excess to the excess loss 

accumulator corresponding to calendar year paid. 

(b) If there is excess in (g) above, add pro rata ALAR to 

same accumulator. 

(I) Reinitialize accumulators for incident. 

Uext incident 

Next year 

Tally excess losses (optional: present value of losses) in 

accumulators for this trial. Then determine which one of the 31 

brackets of aggregate losses this trial falls in and bump the 

corresponding accumulators for counts (1) and total excess dollars. 

Rcinltlalise all accumulators, except aggregate excess loss 

brackets. 

Next trial 

Print out probability distribution 

Note : Each time the word l SgLECT” Is used in the above process the program 

randomly samples from the appropriate distribution described in 

Part I, using a random number generator. 
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XT2 INSURANCZ COXPANY 

Mom CARLO SIMULATION OF TNE 
DISTRIBUTION O? CEDED LaSSeS - 1987 

)7501000 excaaa of )250,000 par defendant, hdered $25,00O/mar 
na~.~mum retention par oocurrenca = 1.5 I retention per defendant 

Interval 
end point 
-v-----s- 

5000000 
586051 

68%;: 
9436% 

1106108 
1296472 
1519598 
1781124 
2087659 

(orosn Of any aggregate deductible) 

lumbar of 
trials in 
lntarval 
1--w-- 

0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 

: 

x 

Cumulative 
# trfale 

--B-w---- 
0 
0 
1 

Total loaaaa 
e-w-- 

0 

z:i 
791586 

0 

246308: 
7045101 

11618442 
15525836 

Cumulative 
Tot. Losses 
w----s 

0 

55613; 
1154171 
19457% 
1945756 
19457% 
4408845 

11453946 
23072388 
38598223 

------_-------_-*_--________1____11_____--------------- 

.2325000 41.51 76775029 
--__-_---_____-___--_l__________l_______--------------- 

2446950 25 
ii 

57792841 96391064 
2868016 2 91482954 187874018 
3361679 152 213118730 400992748 
3940231 85 237 312092391 713085139 

44193182 281.76 9Q5151344 

4618354 120 357 514901379 1227986519 
----__---_______-__-___________I________---.---------- 
'4725000 377.93 1333005518 
------_-_----_--__*_--*-----------*-------------- 

5413164 156 513 782705965 2010692484 
6344805 166 971158691 2981851175 
x74:2:: 101 147 

"8:: 
927 1001225587 806017263 4789094025 3983076762 

10216799 52 979 486329911 5275423935 
11975133 19 
14036081 

ii8 206340176 5481764112 
1 13325644 5495089755 

16451723 1 1000 14296444 5509386200 
19283103 0 1000 

a0 
5509386200 

22601769 0 1000 5509386200 
26491585 0 1000 0 5509386200 
31050848 0 1000 0 5509386200 
36394770 0 1000 0 5509384200 
42658394 
50000000 

: 
1x8: 8 

5509386200 
5509386200 

Notea: 

l Interpolated values for IUaimum and Haxlmum loss lovola for 
“subject to minimum. option. 

I Interpolated value for Harlmm loaa level fa ~inlmum plus. 
option. 
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XYZ INSURANCE COMPANY 
Derlvatlon of Probable Final 1987 Retrospective Reinsurance Premium 

Using “Subject to Minimum” formula 
GNEPI - S15.000.000 

(1) Minimum Premium 

--lo% of GNEPI 

(2) Maximum Premium 
--30% of GNEPI 

(3) Loss Conversion Factor 

(4) Aggregate Deductible 
--7.5% of GNEPI 

(5) Loss Level Corresponding 
to Minimum 

[(1)/(3)1+(4) 

(6) Probability of Losses 
Less than Minimum 

(per 1000 trials) 

(7) Aggregate Losses for 
trials less than or equal 
to minimum 

(8) Loss Level Corresponding 
to Maximum 

((2)/(3)1+(4) 

(9) Probablllty of Losses 
Less than Maximum 

(per 1000 trials) 

(10) Aggregate Losses for 
trials less than or equal 
to maximum 

(11) Minimum Premium Paid 
per 1000 trials 

(1)x(6) 

(12) Maximum Premium Paid 
per 1000 trials 
~2)x[1000-(9)] 

(13) Premium Paid for trials 
between Min. and Max. 

(3)X([(lO)-(7)1-(4)~[(9)-(6)1) 

(14) Expected Final Relnsurance 
Premium 
~~11~+112~+~13~]/1000 

1.500.000 

4.500.000 

1.25 

1,125.OOO 

2.325.000 

41.51 

76.775.029 

4.725.000 

377.93 

1.333.005.518 

62.271.751 

2.799.309.664 

1.097.202.154 

3.958.784 

Note : Lines (6) through (10) from excess loss distribution. 
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Derivat 
XYZ INSURANCE COMPANY 

ion of Probable Final 1987 Retrospective Relnsurance Premium 
Using “Minimum Plus” Poraula 

GNEPI - S15.000.000 

(1) Minimum Premium 
--7.5X of CNEPI 

(2) Haximum Premium 

--30% of GNEPI 

(3) Losr Conversion Factor 

(4) Aggregate Deductible 
--7.5s of GNEPI 

(5) Loss Level Corresponding 
to MInimum 

(6) Probablllty of Losses 
Less than Minimum 

(7) Aggregate Losses for 
trials less than or equal 
to mlnlmum 

(81 Loss Level Corresponding 
to Haxfmum 

[((2)-(l))/(3)]+(4) 

(9) Probability of Losses 
Less than Maximum 
(per 1000 trials) 

(10) Aggregate Losses for 
trials less than or equal 
to maximum 

(11) Mlnimua Preaium Paid 
per fOO0 trials 
(1)x(6) 

(12) Haxfmum Premium Paid 
per 1000 trial8 

(2)x[1000-(911 

(13) Premium Paid for trials 
between Min. and Max. 

(1)x[(9)-(6)]+(3~x([(10~-~7~1-~4~x~~9~-~6~1~ 

(14) Expected Final Reinsurance 

Premium 
[~11~*~12~+~13~]/1000 

1.125.000 

4,500.000 

1.10 

1.125.000 

0 

0.00 

0 

4.193.182 

281.76 

905.151.344 

0 

3.232,071.620 

963.968.269 

4.196.040 

Note : Lines (6) through (10) taken from excess loss distribution. 
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